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The implementation of fifth-generation (5G) mobile and Internet of Things (IoT) is currently a fact. The high 

demand for faster speed and the increased volume of information required by these applications are impossible to 

satisfy with traditional operation bands at microwaves that do not have enough bandwidth.  

 

In this paper, we design, analyze and manufacture three antennas using Ridge Gap Waveguide (RGW) technology 

(an alternative to standard waveguides in high-frequency applications) Fig. 1(a), all of them with Circular 

Polarization (CP). The first designs [1] (diamond and diamond-horn-groove antennas Fig. 1(b) and (c)) achieve a 

great bandwidth with a medium gain. Finally, a Bull’s Eye antenna (BE) [2] Fig. 1(d) with a narrow band but 

higher gain culminates the objective of this investigation devoted to the development of compact millimeter wave 

CP antennas in RGW technology. Two orthogonal arms with different lengths that excite a top diamond-shaped 

slot generate CP. The antennas have right-handed CP (RHCP) Fig. 1(e), with high polarization discrimination.  

 

 

Figure 1. (a) Feeding system. Top view of: (b) D antenna (c) DHG antenna (d) BE antenna (e) Surface currents 

on the BE antenna. (f) Main characteristics of BE antenna measured. 

The experimental results demonstrate good radiation characteristics with a compact and low profile structure. A 

high gain of around 18.4 dB at 58.5 GHz is achieved by the BE antenna, Fig1. (f), and a CP BW of 14.48 % with 

respect center frequency by the DHG antenna, being these the most relevant results. In comparison with similar 

antennas, our designs are competitive variants that can have different uses, either in the imminent implementation 

of the 5G, IoT, or in any application that is supported in the 60–70 GHz band. 
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